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Abstract

Background: Intranasal medications are commonly used in treating nasal diseases. However, technical details of
the correct usage of these medications for nasal cavity with obstruction are unclear.
Methods: A three-dimensional model of nasal cavity was constructed from MRI scans of a healthy human
subject. Nasal cavities corresponding to healthy, moderate, and severe nasal obstruction (NO) were simulated by
enlarging the inferior turbinate geometrically, which was documented by approximately one-third reduction of
the minimum cross-sectional area for the moderate and two-thirds for the severe obstruction. The discrete phase
model based on steady-state computational fluid dynamics was used to study the gas–particle flow. The results
were presented with drug particle (from 7�10�5 to 10�7 m) deposition distribution along the lateral walls inside
these three nasal cavities, and comparisons of the particle ratio escaping from the cavity were also presented and
discussed.
Results: Nasal patency is an essential condition that had the most impact on particle deposition of the factors
studied; the particle percentage escaping the nasal cavity decreased to less than a half and one-tenth for the
moderately and severely blocked noses. Decreasing of flow rate and particle diameter increased the escaping
ratio; however, zero escaping percentage was detected with the absence of air flow and the effect was less no-
ticeable when the particle diameter was very small (<10�6 m). The existence of inspiratory flow and head tilt angle
helped to improve the particle escaping ratio for the healthy nose; however, such changes were not significant
for the moderately and severely blocked noses.
Conclusion: When using an intranasal medication, it is advisable to have a moderate inspiratory air-flow rate
and small size particles to improve particle escaping ratio. Various head positions suggested by clinicians do not
seem to improve the drug escaping ratio significantly for the nasal cavities with inferior turbinate hypertrophy.
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particle deposition

Introduction

Alarge number of intranasal medications such
as intranasal corticosteroids (INS) are being used as

the standard treatment for patients suffering from allergic
rhinitis and rhinosinusitis, which appear to be the most
prevalent airway diseases worldwide.(1,2) In addition to the
pharmacological properties of INSs, correct usage of INS
by patients is necessary to achieve optimal efficacy of the
drug.

Certain practical indicators for the appropriate application
of INS such as the head position and necessity of having an
apnea or inspiratory flow during spray of INS are still not
clear or known to both physicians and patients. In addition,
nasal obstruction is a cardinal symptom of allergic rhinitis
and rhinosinusitis, which is commonly seen by edema and
congestion of the nasal mucosa and inferior turbinates. The
impact of nasal obstruction on drug delivery and deposition,
which eventually affects the efficacy of INS, is also unknown.
These problems are mainly due to limitations associated with
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the available techniques that are being carried out during
in vivo human studies.

According to the reported studies, the research techniques
that can be used for in vivo human studies to monitor drug
deposition in the nose are CT imaging,(3) gamma scinti-
graphy,(4,5) of radio enhanced particles, or endoscopic video
imaging of dyed test formulations.(6,7) These techniques are
invasive or difficult to implement in human studies, and
could cause exposure to radiation or lung deposition of for-
eign particles. In addition, the need to decongest the nose to
perform endoscopic examinations is a pitfall because the
operation results may not be general and cannot extrapolate
to patients with rhinosinusitis. However, that is very difficult
to avoid for minimized confounding effect and correct de-
position of the particles.(4)

In the past decades, there have been several developments
in the field of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) that en-
able the researchers to study nasal perforations,(8) turbinate
surgery,(9,10) odorant delivery,(11) and many other general
studies involving air flow in nasal cavities.(12–14) Particle
drug delivery and deposition were also numerically simu-
lated for a healthy nose cavity,(15–17), which presented the ef-
fects of particle size, diameter of spray cone, and spray cone
angle on the deposition distributions on the cavity wall.
However, such a numerical deposition procedure has not been
implemented for a nasal cavity with turbinate hypertrophy
before.

The major advantage of the CFD technique is that various
types of nose models can be constructed by mimicking dif-

ferent degrees of nasal obstruction and other structural mal-
formations. The flexibility to rapidly manipulate the geometry
on the computer enables us to perform CFD analysis of the
nasal air-flow pattern in normal and pathological conditions,
as well as their impact on the drug deposition, when using a
commercial nasal spray.

Hence, the aim of this study was to provide qualitative
and quantitative information to both physicians and patients
on the correct usage of intranasal medications, when treating
common nasal diseases that cause inferior turbinate hyper-
trophy. Computational fluid dynamics tools were used to
simulate the flow and drug deposition procedure inside the
nasal cavity, which was constructed using a MRI scan for a
healthy nose and implementing inferior turbinate expansion
for moderately and severely blocked noses.(18) The results
were presented with drug particle deposition distribution
along the nasal walls inside these three nasal cavities and com-
parisons of the particle ratio escaping from the nasal cavity
were also presented and discussed.

Materials and Methods

Development of a healthy nose model from MRI scans

The nasal airway geometry (Fig. 1) was constructed from a
magentic resonance imaging (MRI) scan of a healthy human
subject, who was selected based on medical history, endo-
scopic nasal examination, and measurements of active rhi-
nomanometry and acoustic rhinometry. The results of these
assessments were within the normal range of our previous

FIG. 1. Different sections (from right to left section 1–8), coronal cross sections and MCA of the nasal cavity for the 3-day
nose models: (a) healthy nose, (b) moderately blocked nose, (c) severely blocked nose.
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studies.(19–21) The scan images appeared at an interval of
1.5 mm along the vertical direction. A segmentation was
performed using Mimics version 12.1 (Materialise Group,
Leuven, Belgium) (http:==www.materialise.com=) and the
detailed procedures can be found in our previous reported
study.(18) The main passageway comprising components
such as inferior, middle, and superior meatus, and naso-
pharynx, were properly captured in the three-dimensional
model. Thereafter, a high-resolution 3D volume mesh com-
prising computational domain in the nasal cavity, as well as
a surrounding air volume extending 10 cm outside the nostril
(Fig. 2), was constructed. The extended air volume was to
enable a more realistic implementation of external boundary
condition of atmospheric pressure in front of the nostrils. It
is noted that the dorsal region looks rectangular in shape
(Fig. 1), which is due to the corrugation shape modification
(smoothing over those slightly wall ups and downs, or sud-
den small hollows due to segmentation error) to help decrease
computational effort. The flow pattern results in our recent
articles(18,22) show that few streamlines go directly to the
dorsal parts, which are close to the maxillary sinus region.
Numerical result comparisons show that such slight shape
modifications at these regions do not affect the main flow
patterns significantly inside the main internal nasal cavity.

A preliminary healthy model composed of 1 million 3D
tetrahedral elements was used for average cross-section ve-
locity profiles along the cavity wall toward the nasopharynx
(Fig. 3). Two more cases (2 and 3 millions) were then con-
structed with the same boundary conditions for comparison,
which showed some changes (maximum 9.59% differences)
in the velocity profiles from 1 to 2 million cell models and the
refined model consisting of 3 million cells showed no further
significant improvements (maximum 1.21% differences). Si-
milar grid convergence concerning particle deposition was
also obtained with the same procedure. Thus, a typical
computational model comprising about 2 million cells was
adequate to ensure insensitivity to mesh density. This mesh
was generated by a combination of several commercially
available preprocessing software packages, including Mimics

12.1, Hypermesh 9.0 (Altair Engineering, Inc., Bingham
Farms, MI, USA) and TGrid 4.0 (ANSYS, Inc, Canonsburg,
PA, USA).

Construction of diseased nose models
from the healthy nose model

The software Mimics was used to ‘‘mimic’’ different
medical conditions of the nasal cavity using morphological
tools provided in the software. An in-house code was
developed for arbitrary shape modification to the inferior
turbinate. Basically, the rod-like inferior turbinate was ex-
panded such that the ratio of expansion in axial and radial
directions is 2:1. This deformation was performed with the
advice of an ENT doctor, in such a manner that the whole
inferior turbinate was enlarged normally outward by about
1 and 2 mm for simulating moderate and severe nasal ob-
struction, respectively. During the expansion process, when-
ever the inferior turbinate surface touched the opposite wall,
both surfaces would be considered as collapsing and im-
permeable to the air flow. Thus, various degrees of severity
of nasal obstruction were modeled, following which the
major site of nasal resistance, namely, the minimum cross-
sectional area (MCA), was identified for studying the drug
penetration patterns, as this location is within the critical
nasal valve (NV) region.(23) The MCA from the front end of
nostril was found to be a cut plane located at 2.35 cm along
the air-flow direction (e.g., perpendicular to the bulk flow
direction). This location agreed with the results obtained
from acoustic rhinometric (a SRE 2100 acoustic rhinometer,
Rhinometrics A=S, Lynge, Denmark) measurement(19) from
the same person. This cut plane would also ensure that the
plane for the MCA would intercept the front part of the in-
ferior turbinate, so that any subsequent inferior turbinate
expansion mimicking nasal obstruction would result in the
reduction of the MCA.FIG. 2. Computational domain outside the nostril.

FIG. 3. Grid independent survey for the average cross-
section velocity along the nasal cavity from the nostril with a
nose flow rate¼ 17.4 L=min.
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Turbinate expansion was performed in such a manner that
the whole inferior turbinate was enlarged homogeneously
outward by about 1 and 2 mm for moderate and severe ob-
struction, respectively.(18) These classifications can be docu-
mented by approximately one-third reduction of the MCA
(1.453 cm2 in the healthy nose) for the moderate (0.873 cm2)
and two-thirds (0.527 cm2) for the severe obstruction (Fig. 1).
The ratio of MCA reduction in moderate and severe ob-
struction is similar to a previous study of nasal obstruc-
tion after nasal allergen challenge in patients with allergic
rhinitis.(19)

Numerical simulation of the inspiratory air-flow field

For the computational fluid dynamic simulations, the flow
was assumed to be incompressible and quasi-steady. To ac-
count for the possible existence of turbulence, the Reynolds
averaged Navier-Stokes equation was solved with a k�o
model. The k�o model approximation is sufficient to depict
the low levels of swirling in nasal cavity,(24,25) with afford-
able computational effort and ability to predict pressure
drop, velocity, and shear stress distributions. It is appropri-
ate for current internal laminar, transitional, and fully tur-
bulent flow mainly through the correction of the turbulent
viscosity, its acceptable handling of shear flows, and its
ability to predict the attached boundary layers in adverse
pressure gradient (at expansion in flow). The shear stress
transport (SST) option with transitional flow treatment was
implemented to capture such complex laminar–transitional–
turbulent flow. The SST model blends the k�o (applied near
wall) and k� e turbulent models (applied at the main flow
domain), which is ideal for flow in complex geometry such
as the nasal cavity.(24) The turbulence intensity was set to 6%
and the dissipation rate was set at a dissipation length scale
of 0.1 cm at the inlet and outlet boundaries. A constant flow
rate of 8.7, 17.4, 34.8, and 52.2 L=min at the nasopharynx area
was applied as the boundary condition. The increased flow
rate was used to model different breathing status (e.g., calm
inspiration, middle and strong sniffing)(15,17,18,26). At the ex-
ternal enclosure of the face (Fig. 2), the pressure inlet boun-
dary condition was applied with gauge pressure equal to
zero (atmospheric pressure). For the particles, the effects of
accretion and erosion were not considered, and particles
were assumed to be trapped once they hit the cavity wall.

Numerical modeling of the drug=particle motion
in the computed air-flow field

The discrete phase model (DPM) was used to study the
gas–particle flow (Fig. 4). The Euler-Lagrange approach was
implemented by the Lagrangian DPM in Fluent 6.3 package
(ANSYS, Inc.) (http:==www.fluent.com=). It made use of a
Lagrangian particle tracking method accompanied by dis-
crete random walk technology for turbulent dispersion of
particles. The confirmation of DPM module in the CFD
software Fluent for its accuracy, efficiency, and consistency
for drug particle deposition inside the nasal cavities and its
detailed acceptable assumptions and mathematical equations
can be found in previous studies.(16,26,27) The agreement in
Figure 5 for the comparison of the deposition efficiency with
the previous published experimental results(28–30) in a healthy
nasal cavity suggested that the current nasal cavity model
could be used for realistic particle deposition simulations.

With a passively released particle diameter around 60mm,(30)

zonal deposition showed that more than 95% particles were
deposited in the anterior and middle nasal wall regions,
which was comparable to the experimental results.(30) For
detailed particle deposition in Fluent 6.1.22, recently Tian
and Ahmadi(31) recommended near-wall turbulence damp-
ing corrections in the random-walk models or the usage
Reynolds Stress Models. However, with the current nasal
cavity model and Fluent 6.3, it was found that the results
were quite similar with either of these two suggestions un-
less other parameters (e.g., nasal flow rate, particle diameter,
particle spray velocity, etc.) were changed as shown later.

FIG. 4. Schematic descriptions of different geometric drug
delivery parameters and position of nasal spray (outlines
partially reproduced from Fig. 2 by Kimbell et al.(15) and
currently illustrated with more proper captions).

FIG. 5. Comparison of the deposition efficiency with pub-
lished experimental results in the healthy nasal cavity with
passively released particles; spray insertion angle¼ 558, nose
flow rate¼ 17.4 L=min, and head tilt angle¼ 0. (Please note a
flow rate¼ 20 L=min was used by Cheng et al.(30))
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In the current model, the air flow was considered as a con-
tinuum when solving the conservation relationships corre-
sponding to the steady-state Navier-Stokes equations; the
dispersed phase computations were performed by tracking a
large number of particles (10,000) through the air-flow field
that was already solved. The particles were assumed to have
a density equal to that of water (1000 kg=m3) and were
dispersed as a solid cone into the flow field. The trajectory of
each individual discrete particle was computed at specific in-
tervals during the dispersed phase computation that depends
on the continuum computation. The particles were also as-
sumed to be small enough that effects on flow properties
were insignificant. To accurately mimic natural conditions,
the impact of gravity (9.8 m=sec2) was also incorporated into
the numerical model.

Analysis of the drug=particle deposition
within different sections of the nasal cavity

To analyze the drug=particle deposition within different
sections along the cavity wall, the cavity wall was separated
into eight sections from the nostril to the nasopharynx (Fig.
1a). Discrete drug particle deposition depended on particle
density, particle diameter, flow rate, spray velocity, spray
cone angle, spray penetration distance, spray orientation,
head tilt angle, etc. In this study, these parameter values
were prescribed to be the same as those values suggested by
Kimbell et al.(15) Their study was based on the parameters
chosen from 18 commercial nasal spray devices and 48 nu-
merical simulation cases. In the current study, the impact of
two severities of nasal blockage, compared with a normal
healthy one on the drug deposition will be investigated.
Moreover, the effects of initial particle velocity (Us), particle
diameter (R), nasal flow rate (Q), and head tilt angle (y) (as
illustrated in Fig.4) will also be presented.

Particle traces inside the left nasal cavity for the healthy,
moderately, and severely blocked noses were simulated with
spray insertion angle 558, spray cone angle 798, particle
density 1000 kg=m3 and spray penetration distance 1 cm
from nostril as suggested by Kimbell et al.(15) These param-
eters remained the same when the other factors were chan-
ged for the following computations. Note that the spray
device was positioned at the area-weighted centroid of each
cross section corresponding to various spray distances used
in this study. The centroid could be easily obtained from
Fluent 6.3 package.

Results

The particle traces were similar to flow streamlines in each
cavity, where shifts of air flow from the ventral toward the
middle and dorsal regions of the nasal passages for more
severe blockage were expected.(18) Similarly, for the healthy
nasal cavity (Fig. 6a), the particles mainly went around the
inferior turbinate in the ventral region and for the moder-
ately blocked nose (Fig. 6b), they changed to the upper nasal
passageway around the middle turbinate in the middle re-
gion. For the severely blocked nose (Fig. 6c), particles passed
closer to the superior turbinate in the dorsal region. The
number of particles going through the nasal airway from the
right near the nostril was found to decrease continuously
due to local deposition along the cavity wall. Such a decrease
of the number of particles was more apparent for the se-

verely blocked nose (Fig. 6c). For the healthy nose (Fig. 6a),
due to being largest of the MCA, the particle number es-
caping the cavity was the largest one; for a moderately
blocked nose (Fig. 6b), due to its relatively larger penetration
via MCA (two-thirds left) than the severely blocked one
(one-third left), the particle number escaping the cavity was
larger than the severely blocked one. In Figure 6, traces were
colored according to particle residence time at their specific
locations. For all the three cases, the residence time was
relatively longer at the nasopharynx than the initial spray
position. This was because of local velocity variation, which
was larger inside the cavity passageway than those regions
near the nasopharynx.(18)

Moreover, the bottom views (bottom in Figures Fig. 6a, b,
and c) showed that for the two blocked nasal cavities, there
were more particles close to the middle septum than the
cavity side wall, which showed that particles mainly de-
posited along the middle septum wall due to their partial
passageway close to the center of the original MCA; how-
ever, for the normal healthy nose, with its complete MCA,
particles were distributed relatively more uniformly along
each side.

For all the three blockage cases, the largest ratio of particle
deposition was located at the wall section 2; further down-
stream, the deposition ratio decreased, which was consistent
with the reported findings by Inthavong et al.(16,26) (Fig. 7
with a constant particle size 20mm). This was because the
location of the minimum cross-section was between sections
2 and 3, which was measured and detailed in the previous
article.(18) The MCA is the narrowest air passageway inside
the nasal cavity and the main obstruction for the particle to
penetrate through.(15) It can also be seen that along the wall
sections 2 and 3, the deposition ratio for the severely blocked
nose was the largest among the three; for further down-
stream wall sections, relatively smaller deposition ratio was
detected. On the contrary, for the healthy nose, it was the
smallest at wall sections 2 and 3, and relatively larger further
downstream. These resulted in relatively larger escaping
ratio for the healthy nose, and two-thirds and one-third left
for moderately and severely blocked noses, respectively
(Fig. 7). Thus, it could be concluded that the hypertrophy of
the inferior turbinate affected particle deposition mainly
through the decreasing area of the MCA.

For all the three cases, the percentage of escaping particles
was higher with a flow rate 8.7 L=min; further increasing of
the flow rate decreased the escaping ratio and started to level
off at a flow rate of 17.4 L=min (Fig. 8 with a constant particle
size 20mm). The increasing of initial particle velocity de-
creased the escaping ratio for the healthy nose; however, for
moderately and severely blocked noses, the effect of initial
particle velocity was not significantly observable.

For all the three cases, particle escaping ratio tended to
decrease as the diameter of the discrete phase particles in-
creased for all the three cases (>10�5 m) (Fig. 9 with a nose
flow rate 17.4 L=min), which was also observed with similar
patterns in the previous studies.(15,16,26,32,33) However, fur-
ther decreasing of particle diameter (<10�6 m) did not in-
crease the escaping ratio furthermore. This might be due to
the negligible particle inertia for small diameter particles,
which made them trace the flow stream in a shorter time;
and for relatively larger diameter particles (around 10�5 m),
the inertia effect was so large that they followed the initial
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particle speed direction to deposit mostly in the frontier wall
regions (as show in Fig. 7). It should be noted that Brownian
diffusion (more dominant around 10�7 m) was omitted in
current models due to the relatively larger particle iameter
considered.

For the healthy nose, the particle escaping ratio was 20
times lower when the nasal spray was not accompanied by
an inspiratory air flow (zero flow rate) than that of 8.7 L=min
flow; however, for the moderately and severely blocked
noses, the escaping ratio was zero with absence of flow
(Table 1). It should be noted that there were particles that fell
out of the nostril without the presence of air flow, although
in current results only the escaping particles were consid-
ered. Without the air-flow rate, differences for different head
tilt angles were slight; however, for a flow rate of 8.7 L=min,
the particle escaping ratio for the healthy nose decreased
6.15% with different head tilt angles and for a flow rate of
17.4 L=min, it was only 0.55%. The change for the moderately
and severely blocked noses was not significantly affected by
the head tilt angle. The existence of flow inside could intro-
duce drag force into the particle dynamics, which helped
particles to escape. Generally, for flow around a solid body
with fixed shape, the drag force is proportional to local flow

velocity (that is proportional to flow rate). When the flow
rate was small (8.7 L=min), such drag force was small, which
could be more prone to be affected by the gravitational force;
when the flow rate was larger (17.4 L=min), the relatively
bigger drag force dictated the particle motion much more
than the gravitational force, thus negating the impact of
variation in head tilt angle on the particle escaping. How-
ever, such force change did not affect the nasal cavities with
inferior turbinate expansion, where the decreasing of MCA
dominated more as presented before.

Discussion

INSs are recommended as a standard treatment in patients
with allergic rhinitis and rhinosinusitis, which affect appro-
ximately 10–25% of the world population.(1,2) The advantage
of intranasal administration is that high concentration of
medications can be delivered directly into the nasal mucosa.
It has been well established for a healthy nose model that the
efficacy of drug delivery device depends on various para-
meters like particle density, particle diameter, nasal air-flow
rate, initial particle velocity, spray cone angle, spray penetra-
tion distance, and spray orientation.(15–17, 26, 32,33)

FIG. 6. Side and bottom views of particle traces inside the left cavity with initial particle velocity¼ 1 m=sec, particle
diameter¼ 20 mm, spray insertion angle¼ 558, nose flow rate¼ 17.4 L=min, and head tilt angle¼ 0: (a) healthy nose, (b)
moderately blocked nose, (c) severely blocked nose.
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However, the human nasal cavity has a complex structure
with transient air flow and differs from each other especially
for those with abnormal physiological symptoms (e.g., nasal
obstruction with mucosal inflammation), which may affect
the drug distribution and deposition inside. Therefore, rec-
ommendations on the usage of intranasal medications for
treating nasal diseases have to account for additional con-
siderations. Thus, the current model with two severities of
nasal blockage with turbinate hypertrophy is reasonable and
necessary, which may be difficult and relatively impossible

to be obtained from in vivo human study. This is the first
attempt to investigate such deposition behavior inside the
obstructed nasal passages compared with that of a normal
healthy person. Although the current models are based on
one specific individual and may not be representative, the
current results still provides qualitative and quantitative in-
formation on the correct usage of intranasal medications for
patients with inferior turbinate hypertrophy, which will
contribute to the improvement of clinical efficacy of the
drug=particle delivery. In the future, to make the results

FIG. 7. Particle deposition along different sections of the
nasal cavity with initial particle velocity¼ 1 m=sec, particle
diameter¼ 20mm, spray insertion angle¼ 558, nose flow
rate¼ 17.4 L=min, and head tilt angle¼ 0.

FIG. 8. Particle percentage escaping from the nasal cavity
for different flow rates (L=min) and initial particle velocity
Us (m=sec) with particle diameter¼ 20mm, spray insertion
angle¼ 558, and head tilt angle¼ 0.

FIG. 9. Particle percentage escaping from the nasal cavity
for different initial particle diameter (m) with initial particle
velocity¼ 1 m=sec, spray insertion angle¼ 558, nose flow
rate¼ 17.4 L=min, and head tilt angle¼ 0.

Table 1. Particle Percentage Escaping

the Nasal Cavity in the Presence and Absence

of Inspiratory Flow with the Effect of Head

Tilt Angle and Flow Rate

Nasal flow
rate

(L=min)

Head tilt
angle

(degree)

Percentage
for the
healthy

nose (%)

Percentage for
the moderately

blocked
nose (%)

Percentage for
the severely

blocked
nose (%)

0 0 2.07 0 0
0 30 2.15 0 0
0 60 2.08 0 0
0 90 1.68 0 0

8.7 0 48.42 6.18 5.09
8.7 30 52.01 6.54 5.14
8.7 60 46.10 5.51 5.12
8.7 90 42.27 5.36 5.06

17.4 0 3.32 2.35 1.11
17.4 30 3.87 2.43 1.14
17.4 60 3.05 1.96 1.08
17.4 90 2.96 1.95 1.06

Initial particle velocity¼ 1 m=sec, particle diameter¼ 20 mm spray
insertion angle¼ 558, cone angle¼ 798.
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generally more relevant for a patient population, a number
of individual anatomies would have to be studied.

The narrowest cross-section of the nasal passage deter-
mines the nasal resistance to air flow and this area is referred
to as the nasal valve (NV).(23) For a healthy nasal cavity,
major changes in inspiratory air-flow pattern, with the
highest velocity of air flow and wall shear stress, were found
in this critical and functional region; for obstructed nasal
passages, the MCA at the NV was reduced due to inferior
turbinate hypertrophy, which affected local flow pattern and
increased local flow velocity, shear stress and pressure
loss.(18) In the current model, the particle deposition patterns
changed greatly, and the differences due to inferior turbinate
hypertrophy were computed. The results showed the im-
portance of the MCA change with inferior turbinate expan-
sion for particle deposition along the nasal cavity wall, and
the presence of inspiratory air flow appeared to have a
similar impact on escaping fraction. However, the other re-
lated parameters (different flow rates, initial particle velocity,
particle diameter, and head tilt angles) are relatively less
important for moderately and severely blocked nasal cavities
(see Table 1 and Figs. 8 and 9).

Similar to previous studies of a normal healthy
nose,(15,16,26) the change of flow rate and initial particle ve-
locity do improve the particle escaping ratio for a normal
healthy nose (Fig. 8). However, the results show that even
with two-thirds MCA left for the moderately blocked nose,
the change of flow rate and initial particle velocity together
with the head tilt angle had little effect in improving the drug
delivery (Fig. 8 and Table 1). Although the decreasing of
particle diameter did improve more on the particle escaping
ratio, there was still limited enhancement of the effect once
the particle diameter is smaller than 10�6 m (Fig. 9). The
results (not presented here) showed that the effects from the
changes of spray insertion angle, cone angle, and the position
of the spray release point (before MCA position) were even
less distinguishable for the current two obstructed nasal
models, although for a normal healthy one such parameters
dominate more(15,16,26,32,33). Thus, to increase the particle
escaping ratio into the lung region, for those nasal cavities
with inferior turbinate hypertrophy, one possible and effec-
tive solution is to insert the spray deeper or to develop spray
devices that can be inserted deeper with particles beyond the
MCA region.(16) Another possible approach is a decongestive
treatment to increase the MCA, which may substantially
improve particle deposition along the cavity wall and in-
crease its escaping ratio.

The results also suggest that the particle escaping ratio
was larger with the presence of air flow than that with no
air flow inside; however, an optimized midrange flow rate
would be preferred (Table 1). Considering the results to-
gether with Figure 8, there is an optimal particle size–flow
rate combination for a largest particle escaping ratio, which
is consistent with the findings as Schroeter et al.(34) For low
flow rate (8.7 L=min), the changing of head tilt (between 0,
30, 60, and 90 degrees) could improve the particle escaping
ratio; however, when the flow rate is larger (17.4 L=min), no
significant differences were found even for healthy nasal
cavity. In the educational materials provided by physicians
or INS producing companies, various head positions are
recommended for nasal drug spray, such as head down
forward position=kneeling head down, and lying head back

position. However, in practice, not all of these head positions
can be carried out easily, which will cause more difficulties
for using the INSs. The present findings confirmed that with
inferior turbinate expansion, it is not very useful to change
the head tilt angle to improve the particle escaping ratio.

Unlike the previous study on particle deposition inside a
healthy nasal cavity (laminar flow assumption),(15–17) a tur-
bulent k�o model with SST option was used for the current
simulation. Generally, the existence of turbulence changes
local flow pattern greatly and helps to enhance local parti-
cle transportation and deposition. Computational turbulent
flow is much more of an art than that in laminar flow
modeling, and remains as a challenging and controversial
problem.(24–26) The laminar, transition, and turbulence re-
gions are not well understood in such a complex nasal cavity,
especially for noses with different nasal physiological symp-
toms. For the current nasal obstruction models with inferior
turbinate hypertrophy, the cross-section along the nasal
cavity is decreased, which raises the airway structure com-
plexities inside, increases local flow intensity, and is prone to
induce local turbulence more easily. Thus, it is reasonable
and necessary to implement a turbulent flow model to rep-
resent the relationship between the morphological variations
in nasal cavity and their influence on respiratory air flow and
particle deposition accurately.

One assumption in the computation is that the flow rate
is unchanged among the cases presented here. This is be-
cause the person suffering from nasal obstruction would still
desire to receive the same amount of oxygen (and flow rate)
during the breathing process, but at the expense of higher
breathing force and higher pressure drop. The usage of the
mouth to breath air in order to compensate for the nasal
blockage was not considered in this study, as that could lead
to an extremely complex, computationally prohibitive nu-
merical model. Such studies can be undertaken following
improvements in the available computing resources.

The ‘‘discrete phase model’’ is applicable for studying the
movement of the drug particles in the nasal cavity, as the
total volume flow rate of the drug particles is very small
relative to the volume flow rate of air during nasal drug de-
livery. The particles are reasonably assumed to be inert, as
the electrostatic forces acting among them are negligible
compared to the physical forces of gravity and drag. Fur-
thermore, the simulated dispersed particles were assumed to
have a density equal to that of water (1000 kg=m3). This can
be explained by the fact that most of the nasal spray solu-
tions are aqueous solutions of the drug,(35,36) which are re-
latively simple to develop and manufacture compared to
solid dosage forms. Thus, for the particle boundary condi-
tions along the nasal wall, a complete ‘‘trap’’ condition was
also acceptable once they hit the nasal mucosa.

One shortcoming in this study is that the model of en-
larging inferior turbinate was made homogeneously and
artificially throughout the entire turbinate on both sides. This
kind of artificially change in the inferior turbinate was also
previously implemented with its partial reduction(37) and
complete removal on one side.(38,39) These studies reported
greatly disturbed intranasal air flow pattern and air condi-
tioning with sinus surgery, which helped to understand and
interpret in vivo measured data; however, their effects on
particle deposition were not attempted. For the current two
states of inferior turbinate expansion on both sides, the nu-
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merical results provide a relatively fast and straightforward
way to investigate their effects on the particle deposition. In
the future, more histological and imaging studies are needed
to have a realistic and statistical view of mucosa swelling in
patients with inferior turbinate hypertrophy.

Conclusions

In conclusion, this computational study provides qualita-
tive and quantitative information on improved usage of
intranasal medications for patients with inferior turbinate
hypertrophy, which will contribute to the improvement of
clinical efficacy of the drug delivery. It is noted that the pa-
tients with nasal obstruction need to ensure the presence of a
middle inspiratory flow rate, when using the nasal spray
device for higher escaping ratio. To insert the spray deeper
with particles beyond the MCA region or a decongestive
treatment to increase the MCA may be necessary in patients
with moderately or severely blocked noses as the effects of
the changes of nose flow rate, initial particle velocity, particle
diameter, and head tilt angles for drug delivery are limited
or even negligible.
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